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Abstract. The Kelvin-inverted ellipsoid, with the center of inversion at the center
of the ellipsoid, is a nonconvex biquadratic surface that is the image of a triaxial ellip-
soid under the Kelvin mapping. It is the most general nonconvex 3-D body for which
the Kelvin inversion method can be used to obtain analytic solutions for low-frequency
scattering problems. We consider Rayleigh scattering by such a fourth-degree surface
and provide all relevant analytical calculations possible within the theory of ellipsoidal
harmonics. It is shown that only ellipsoidal harmonics of even degree are needed to ex-
press the capacity of the inverted ellipsoid. Special cases of prolate or oblate spheroids
and that of the sphere are recovered through appropriate limiting processes. The crucial
calculations of the norm integrals, which are expressible in terms of known ellipsoidal
harmonics, are outlined in Appendix B.

1. Introduction. Rayleigh initiated the theory of low-frequency scattering and pro-
vided the first analytical results for a triaxial ellipsoidal scatterer in 1897 [13]. Rayleigh's
results were based on physical and dimensional arguments. The first systematic study
of low-frequency scattering was proposed by Stevenson [12] in 1953. Since then a large
amount of work has been published and extended references can be found in [3, 6, 15]
and references therein.

Almost all the analytical results available for low-frequency scatterers were obtained
for simple convex bodies with the ellipsoid as the most complicated one. This is so
because the ellipsoidal coordinate system is the most general quadratic system that
renders a separable solution for Laplace's equation. In [3], a technique was proposed,
which is based on the property of the Kelvin inversion [14] to preserve harmonicity and
through which it was possible to obtain the Rayleigh approximation for scattering by
a nonconvex body in the shape of a peanut or a blood cell [4], The peanut shape is
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the image of an oblate spheroid under Kelvin inversion, while the shape of a blood
cell is the image of a prolate spheroid under Kelvin inversion. The crucial step in the
Kelvin inversion method [3, 4] is connected to the possibility of using an eigenfunction
expansion for the fundamental solution of Laplace's operator. For the case of a triaxial
ellipsoid such an expansion was obtained in [8, 9, 10, 11, 16]. In the present work we
combine the method introduced in [3] and the above eigenfunction expansion to solve
the low-frequency scattering problem by an inverted triaxial ellipsoid that is a nonconvex
body with an equation quadratic in the cartesian variables x\,x2, and x\. The inverted
ellipsoid, which is a fourth-degree surface, generalizes the results for nonconvex scatterers
obtained in [4] to a genuine 3-D shape. Since the triaxial ellipsoid is the most general
coordinate system in which Laplace's equation is separable, the inverted ellipsoid is the
most general nonconvex body for which an analytic scattering solution is possible.

As is well known, [3, 6], for the case of a soft scatterer, the leading two far-field
approximations can be expressed in terms of the capacity of the body and therefore all
we need to evaluate is the capacity of the inverted ellipsoid. Although some estimates for
the capacity of such a body are already known [2], no exact form has been given before.
Furthermore, all the integrals that appear in the expression for the capacity and which
are expressible in terms of ellipsoidal harmonics of degree less than or equal to two, are
evaluated in closed form. These are surface norm integrals and their evaluation, which
is based on some elegant properties of the ellipsoidal harmonics, forms by no means a
straightforward task. It is recalled that no ellipsoidal harmonic of degree greater than
or equal to four is known in reasonable form, since the exact values of the constants
involved are given as roots of some irreducible polynomials of degree greater than or
equal to three [5, 7]. An appendix that summarizes all completely known ellipsoidal
harmonics is included for immediate reference.

2. Low-frequency scattering by an inverted ellipsoid. Let S denote the surface
of a triaxial ellipsoid

„.2 „2
^1 + ^ + ^ = 1, (1)
aj a 2 a 3

where we assume that 0 < a.3 < a2 < ai < +00 and (xi,x2,xz) stand for Cartesian
coordinates. The Kelvin transformation

r
^ = — > (2)

with r = (xi,£2,2:3), r = \Jx\ + x\ + x$, and r' = (x[,x'2,x'3) maps the ellipsoid (1)
into the inverted ellipsoid 5' given by

4+4+4=k2+42+42)2, (3)af ai a3
which is a nonconvex biquadratic surface. Note that the origin, which is the Kelvin image
of a point at infinity, is excluded from S' since the form of (3) involves a multiplication
of the exact Kelvin image of (1) by the factor r'4.

The following figures show for example an inverted ellipsoid with ai = 3, <22 = 2,
«3 = 1-
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Fig. 1. Complete Kelvin-inverted ellipsoid with ai =3,a2 = 2,ai = 1

Fig. 2. The half-space X2 > 0 of Fig. 1

Let us now consider the scattering problem of a time harmonic plane wave exp{—icot +
ik • r'} by an acoustically soft body in the shape of the inverted ellipsoid S'. Here u>
denotes the frequency and k is the wave-number of the ambient wave. The scattered field
us is then determined by the solution of the following exterior boundary value problem
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[3, 4]:
(A' + k2)us(r') = 0, outside 5", (4)

us(r') = —eik r', on 5', (5)

1(|._a)„V) = 0(. ./2 / ' as r' —♦ oo (6)

where (6) holds uniformly in all directions.
In the far field we obtain the asymptotic form

■«s(r') = g(r',k)h(kr') +0 , (7)

where

h(x) = h(o\x) = (8)
IX

It provides the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz operator and g(r', k) denotes the
normalized scattering amplitude, i.e., the response of the scatterer in the direction r' to
a plane wave excitation propagating along k. As is well known [3], in the low-frequency
approximation the scattering amplitude assumes the form

g{r\ k) = -ikC' - k2C'2 + 0{k3), (9)

where

denotes the capacity of the surface 5", and the unit normal vector on S' is taken in the
outwards direction. The capacity potential u' represents the solution of the following
exterior boundary value problem:

Ait'(r') = 0, outside S', (11)

u'(r') = 1, on S', (12)

u'(r') = O ^^ , as r' —> +c>o. (13)

It was shown in [3] that the value of the capacity can also be obtained from the limiting
relation

C' = lim u(r), (14)
r—>0+

where the inverted capacity potential u solves the following interior boundary value
problem:

Au(r) = 0, inside S, (15)

u(r) = -, on S, (16)
r

with S being the preimage (1) of 5' under the Kelvin mapping (2).
In other words, instead of solving the exterior problem defined in (11)—(13) for the

complicated surface S', it is sufficient to solve the interior problem given by (15)-(16)
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for the much simpler surface S. This is the essence of the Kelvin technique applied to
low-frequency scattering theory.

In order to solve the boundary value problem postulated in (15)—(16), we introduce
the triply orthogonal ellipsoidal coordinates [5, 7] (p, p, v) that are connected to the
Cartesian coordinates (£1,0:2,23) by

Xl = (17)
All ̂ 2^3

= h<2
X2 h\ h2h:i

ha
X3

hih2h3

\JP2 ~hl\lV2-hl\]hl~v2, (18)

\j P2 - hl\jhl - /U2\A! - v2, (19)

where
u 222h 1 — a2 — a3,

h22=a\- a\, (20)
7 2 2 2h3 = a1- a2

are the squares of the main semifocal distances and

0 < v2 < hi < p2 < h\ < p2 < +00. (21)

Separation of variables for Laplace's equation in the ellipsoidal coordinate system leads
to the complete and orthogonal system of ellipsoidal harmonics which assume the form

e ™(/w) = K(p)K^)Kiy) (22)
for interior regions p < ai and

F£W,") = F™(p)E™(p,)E™(v) (23)
for exterior regions p > a\. The functions E™ and F™, with n = 0,1,2,... and m =
1,2,..., 2n + 1, are the interior and the exterior Lame functions, respectively [5, 7]. The
algebraic form of all these functions is known but the parameters that they involve are
not known, in any reasonable form, whenever n > 4. Hence, only ellipsoidal harmonics
of degree less than or equal to 3 are known to possess simple analytic expressions [5, 7]
and their particular form is given in Appendix A. The Lame functions of the second kind
F*n are connected to the Lame functions of the first kind through the formula

<24,
= (2n + l)E™(p)C(p),

for every n = 0,1,2,... and m = 1,2,..., 2n + 1.
A key relation for our work is the expansion of the fundamental solution of Laplace's

equation in terms of ellipsoidal harmonics which has been obtained in [8, 11, 16] and
assumes the form

00 2ti<—X

irhi - £ E m
1 1 71=0 771=1 X 'l
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where p' < p and

» = 1 / JgMSWjL ds
JP=ol v7(«i - m2)(«i -

J zd/i dv
* Jo Jh3 VO! - - ^2)(/^2 - - ^2)

denote the weighted norm integrals over the surface 5 of the ellipsoid p = a\.
The harmonic function that solves (15)—(16) is given for p < a\ and, using (24), by

oo 2n+l ,m, ,

u(p, p, v) = E E ~^K (h2,h^0)E™ (p,p,v), (27)
ra=0 m=1 'n

since the spherical limit r —> 0+ corresponds to the ellipsoidal limit (p, p, u) —* (h2, /13,0).
Then by continuity, Eqs. (14) and (27) furnish the following formula:

00 2n-f 1 jm / \

c' = E E -^PCte.fc.o)]2, (28)
n=0 m=l n

which finally gives the capacity of the inverted triaxial ellipsoid.
In particular, for the ellipsoidal harmonics for which the exact form is known we have

ES(/i2,/i3,0) = 1, (29)
E™(ft2,/i3,0) =0, TO =1,2,3, (30)

E\{h2, h3,0) = (A - a\)(A - a2)(A - a2), (31)

E22(h2, h3,0) = (A' - a2)(A' - a2)(A' - a2), (32)

E?{h2,h3,0)=0, m = 3,4,5, (33)
E?(h2,h3,0) = 0, m = 1,2,..., 7, (34)

where

A/| = + g2 + Q3 ± ^\Jai + a2 + °3 - Qial ~ alal - a3al (35)A
are the two roots of

3 i

<36>
i=1 1

Also, from the general form of the interior ellipsoidal harmonics [5, 7] we obtain that

E™(h2, h3,0) = 0, n = odd, to = 1,2,..., 2n + 1. (37)

Formula (28) then assumes the form

c, = + _ af _ 4 _ alf
7o 72

+ %i)[(A' - a2)(A' - a2)(A' - a2)]2 (38)
12

00 4n+l jrn / \

+ EE -^[E^(/l2,/l3,0)]2.
n—2 m=l
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The constant 7q ([5], p. 469) assumes the value

7o = 1 (39)
and 75, i = 1,2,3 are given in [10] as

h2h2h2
71 = i = 1>2'3- (4°)

The expressions for the norms below are derived in Appendix B:

721 = -§(A - A')(A - a?)(A - a2)(A - a2), (41)

72 = |(A - A')(A' - a\){A' - a2)(A' - a2), (42)

= ^h\hlhl i = 1,2,3. (43)
Substitution of (39)-(43) into (38) leads to the following (best possible) analytical ex-
pression for the capacity of the Kelvin-inverted triaxial ellipsoid:

C' = ll{ai)

- 2(a!a/)[^i)(a - «?)(A - al){A - a§) - /22(ai)(A' - a2)(A' - a2)(A' - a2)]

CX) 4n+l ,TO, .
torn (u u nM2

n=2 m=l '2ra

(44)
where

f + OO
jm
2n (n ) - I /  ^  (AS)

2 7o [£&(V^ + a2)]2i/x + af -y/x + ^/x + a§'
which is obtained via the substitution x —* ̂ x + a2 in (24).

In the special case where a\ = a and a2 = a3 = 6, the ellipsoid degenerates into a
spheroid, which is characterized as prolate when a > b and as oblate when a < b. In this
case we obtain [1]:

Tl(n\ = J(a2 -62)"1/2cosh_1 b for prolate,
0(' ' j^-a2)-1/2 cos-1!, for oblate, ' j

A - A' = | (a2 - b2), (47)

(48)

r2 / , 9 /lri, . a(2a2 - 562) \
2(a)_ 4(a2 — b'2)2 \6 18& )' ( )

Finally, for the case of the sphere, where ai = <12 = as = a, we recover the well-known
result [3, 6] that

C" = /01(a) = l. (50)
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Appendix A: Ellipsoidal harmonics. The ellipsoidal coordinates (p, /i, v) are con-
nected to the Cartesian coordinates (xi,x2, x$) via (17)-(21). Using relative terminology
from the spherical coordinate system, p specifies a particular ellipsoid and plays the role
of the "radial" variable, while fj,, v specify a particular 1-sheet and a particular 2-sheet
hyperboloid respectively, and they play the role of the "angular" variables.

Separation of variables for Laplace's equation in the ellipsoidal system [5, 7] leads
to the Lame differential equation for each one of the variables p, p,, and v. The Lame
functions, that solve these equations in the corresponding intervals of variation of p, /i,
and v, are exactly known for degrees less than or equal to three. For degrees greater than
three their form is known, but the constants that enter into these expressions cannot be
found exactly in a simple form, because they are solutions of irreducible polynomials of
degree higher than three.

There is only one Lame function of the first kind and degree zero and this is

El(x) = 1. (A.l)

The corresponding Lame function of the second kind is given by

r+°° w-., 1 r+°°Fux) = r du = ~ r°° —
Jx \/v? - h\\Ju1 - K\ 2 Jx2_a2 R(y)

where

F?(x) = 3Er(x) j
J X

'(*) [

J X
  3 j?r~ 2 1

*-a? [E?\^+a{)YR{y)
= 31?{x)E?{x), m = 1,2,3

(A.2)

R(y) = \Jy + a2i^/y + a%yjy + a§. (A.3)

Then, the interior ellipsoidal harmonic of zeroth-degree is given by

E l{p,w) = El{p)El{ti)El{v) = 1 (A.4)
and the exterior is given by

K (P.M.f) = Fo(p)eo(»)eo(v) = (A.5)

where

Io(p) = \ [+OC S-y (A.6)2 Jp2_a2 R(y)

For degree one we obtain three kinds of Lame functions, which are given by

ET(X) = \]\x2 - a? + aml> TO = 1,2,3 (A.7)

for the first kind, and by

r+°° du 

[E™(u)]2yju2 — h2y/u2 — h2

+°° du (A.8)
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for the second kind. Hence the interior ellipsoidal harmonics of the first degree are

E\(p,fi,v) = pfjLV, (A.9)

E \{p,n,v) = sjp2 -hlsjn2 -h\\Jh\-v2, (A.10)

= \j'P2 - h\\Jh\ - p2\jh\ - v2, (A.11)

and the corresponding exterior harmonics are

F?(p,p,v) = F?(p)Er(p)E>?(v) = 3ir(p)E?(p,p,v), m = 1,2,3 (A.12)

where /"(p) is defined in (A.8).
Next we give the second-degree functions, which are of five different orders. The Lame

functions of the first kind are expressed in terms of the two constants A, A' given in (35)
as solutions of (36). They are

El{x
E2(x

El(x

E42(x

E\[x

= x2-a\ + A, (A.13)

= x2~a\ + A', (A.14)

= xJ\x2 - a\ + a||, (A.15)

= xyj\x2 - of + af|, (A. 16)

= \jW ~ a\+a?2\yj\x2 -a\ + o||. (A.17)

The corresponding functions of the second order are
r-\-oor-\-oo j

F?{x) = 5E™{x) /  7 ==
Jx [E™(ll)]2y/u2 — h2 yju2 - h2

+°° dy (A.18)  5 T?m~ 2-^2
r-1-00

(*) /J x2 — a\i-al [£2m(v/y + af)]2tf(y)
= 5 I^(x)E^{x), m = 1,2,3,4,5.

The interior ellipsoidal harmonics of the second degree are

E2(/°)M)i/) = (P2 - ai + A)(p2 - a? + A)(^2 - a\ + A), (A.19)

e!(p> v) = (P2 ~a2 + A'){p2 -a\ + A')(v2 - a2 + A'), (A.20)

E\{p, p, v) = ppv\jp2 ~ h\yjp2 - hl^Jhj - is2, (A.21)

E\(p, p, v) = ppvyjp2 - h\</h\ - /.- i>2, (A.22)

E2(P> f) = \/p2 - ^2\/p2 - ^3^2 - M2\/M2 - ^3\/ft2 (A'23)

and the exterior ones are

F^(p, p, v) = F?(p)E?(p)E?(v) = 5/™(p)E™(p, p, u), m= 1,2,3,4,5. (A.24)

Finally, we give the highest-degree ellipsoidal harmonics that are known, in a simple
form, that is, the seven harmonics of degree three. We introduce the following three
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pairs of parameters:

7y" j = g (2^1 + 2a2 + 2aj - a2)

±i y1'4aj + 4ai> + 4ag - 3a^ — — a2a2 — a2a2 — Ga ja^a^an 2, n = 1,2,3,

(A.25)
which solve the three quadratic equations

^ ̂  ^ 2
^ A - a2 + A — a2 = n = ^(A.26)i=1 "i an

In terms of the above parameters we obtain the seven Lame functions of the third degree
listed below:

E\ (x

El(x
E33(x

E%(x

E${x

E63(x

El(x

= x(x — a1 + Ai), (A.27)

= x(x2 - a2 + Aj), (A.28)

= x(x2 - a2 + A2), (A.29)

= x(x2 — a2 + A2), (A.30)

= x(x2 — a2 + A.j), (A.31)

= x(x2 — a2 + A3), (A.32)

= xyj\x2 — a2 + a2|\j\x2 — a2 + a§| - (A.33)

Similarly the seven Lame functions of the second kind are given by

r+ac du 

[£T(«)]V«2 ~ h%y/u2 - h%
+°° dy (A.34)

F-r(x) = 7E?(x) [
J X

  7 r?m— 2^3
/—1-00

(*) /J x2 — a [^(v/^T^!)]2^)
= 71™{x)E?{x), m = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7.

Thus, one obtains the following expressions for the interior harmonics:

E^p./x,!/) = p!iv{p2 -a2 + Ai){n2 -a2 + A])(^2 - a2 4- Ai), (A.35)

= piiv(p2 - a2 + Ai)(/x2 - a2 + A[)(u2 - a2 + A'j), (A.36)

= ppv(p2 - a2 + A2)(/x2 - a2 + A2)(^2 - a2 + A2), (A.37)

= PPHP2 - a? + A'2)(/z2 - a? + A'2)(i/2 - a? + A2), (A.38)

= ppv{p2 - a2 + A3)(fi2 - a2 + Az)(v2 - a2 + A3), (A.39)

= PP-HP2 - a2 + A'3)(m2 - a? + A'3){v2] - a? + A3), (A.40)

= ppv\]P2 - hlyjp2 - h2yjh2 - H2yj/J? ~ h2^'h\ - v2yjh% - v2, (A.41)

and for the exterior harmonics

FHp.M,") = F?(p)E?(n)E?(v) = 7I?(p)E?{p,w), m = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7. (A.42)

E l(p,n,v
E \{p,ii,v

E \{p,n,v
E \{p,p,,v

E 63{p,p,u

E l(p,p,,v
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The elliptic integrals /"' for n = 0,1, 2, 3 and m = 1,2,..., (2n + 1) can be expressed in
terms of two independent integrals [1], for example, 7(} and l{.

Appendix B: Evaluation of the norm integrals. The value of the surface norm
integral of degree zero can be found in [7] (see also [5], p. 469) and is given by

7o = 1- (B.l)

In order to evaluate the corresponding three norm integrals of degree one we proceed as
follows. We know [1] that

u2u2u2 2
[e\me[{v)¥ = |

ni ai

= X^7t(A' " a})El^)El{v) - (A - a2)E2^)El{v)} +

i = 1,2,3.
(B.2)

Integrating (B.2) over the surface p = a\ and using the orthogonality property of the
surface ellipsoidal harmonics [5] with respect to the weighting function

Z(/x, v) = {al - n2)~l/2{a\ - u2)~l/2, (B.3)

as well as (A.l), we arrive at [10],

... hfhjhl , 100
~~ 3h2 ' ~ ' ' (®-4)

In a similar manner but with much more elaboration, we can evaluate the five norm
integrals of degree two. Using again results from [1] and tedious calculations lead to

[Efo)Efc)]2
(A-a2)2(A-a2)2(A-a2)2

A2

V xf 2X2X2X2 J^A-a2 3 X2 '
^(A-a2)2 + (A_a2)(A_a2)(A_a2)Zr X2 + Z_, A — a2

(B.5)
IE2(v)E2(v)]2

(A'-amA'- al)\A'- a2)2
A'2

xt 2xjx^xl A' ~ a2 0 ̂  xf
h (A/ - »')2 + (A/ - -^)(A' - ai) h +' +

(B.6)
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[E32(^)E32(u)]2 = h\hlht^, (B.7)
a i a 2

[Et{n)E^)f =h\h\h\^, (B.8)
ala3

\El^)El{v)f = h\hlhlX^, (B.9)
a2°3

From [1] we also obtain the following third-degree relations:

1 + 2 5i
XiXj |p=«i hih2h3 ^E\{v)E\{v)

+ ih^hi A,-~ - (A* - a])Ef^)Ef{v))

i,j = 1,2,3,
(B.10)

which, when combined with the first-degree relations

hi a
E\{n)E[{v), i = 1,2,3, (B.ll)

h\h'2h'i

furnish, by virtue of orthogonality, the values for the following surface integrals:

[ Xil(fj,,i/)ds=^-ai, i = 1,2,3, (B.12)
J p=a i

[ x}x)l{n, u) ds = ^a?a|, i,j = 1,2,3, i ± j, (B.13)
J p=ai

[ xjl(/j,,v) ds = —af, i = 1,2,3. (B.14)
Jp=a1 5

Then (B.5), in view of (B.12)-(B.14), provides

,i_(A-a2)2(A-a2)2(A-q2)2

3
A2

1 at , ^ aia2a3 A ~ ai a2
5~t(A~af)2 15 (A~ ai)(A~ a1)(A-ai) a1 3^A"a?

(B.15)
Straightforward calculations also show that

E^ = -3, {B. 16)
Z=1 4

2a'alai (b-17)
(A-a2)(A-a2)(A-a2)^ a2 ^(A-a2)2
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and

V i 3A2 (A ~ A') cR i q \
^(A -a?)» (A-of)(A-a|)(A-a§)' 1 j

Substituting (B.16)-(B.18) into (B.15) finally renders

721 = -§(A - A')(A - a?)(A - a22)(A - aj). (B.19)

A series of similar calculations leads to

72 = |(A - A')(A' - a?)(A' - a22)(A' - a|), (B.20)

72 = rAhlhi (B-21)
72 = I\h\h\hl (B-22)
72s = ^h\hlhl (B-23)

Hence, all the surface norm integrals of degree less than or equal to two have been
evaluated.
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